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THE WORLD’S FASTEST STACKING GAME!

SEE

STACK

Object of the Game

SLAP!

Playing

Build your stack of blocks
faster than the other players.

One player* turns over a Stacky Pack
card and everyone builds that stack.

Setting Up
Each player gets 5 blocks, one of
each color.
Players put their blocks flat on the
table in front of them.
Set up the Stacky Pack cards face
down where all players can see
and reach them. Stacky Pack cards
show players what to build.

The first player to build their stack
slaps the Stacky Pack card and yells,
“BLLÖX!” That player then keeps
the card.
Blocks must stay stacked. If a player’s
blocks fall down as they reach to slap
the Stacky Pack card, the player
cannot take the card. All players
continue to play until a player slaps
the card with a standing stack.

Winning

Here’s an example:

The winner of the ROUND is the first
player to get 3 Stacky Pack cards!
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Back

The winner of the GAME is the first
player to win 3 rounds!
*The oldest player in the group turns over the
Stacky Pack card first. Card turning responsibility
passes in a clockwise direction after this.

Front

Note
The front of the card shows the stack
in two directions so players on either
side of a table can see the stack
right-side-up.
The dotted line represents the
playing surface.
All blocks should be stacked vertically.

We play to 3 cards and to 3 rounds.
This is our suggestion. You can play to
whatever number your group wants!

Looking for more creative
and wacky ways to play BLLÖX?!
CHECK OUT THE WACKY PACK!

Wacky Pack Details:

Wacky Pack Play
Rule #1: There are no rules!

There are two variations of cards:

We aren’t going to give you rules
for the Wacky Pack, just guidelines
for more fun! Each Wacky Pack
card provides a new, crazy way to
stack your blocks!

Solo – Be wacky on your own.

BODY-BUILDSY BLLOX
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Wacky Pack cards can be used for
each stack, each round or each
game! It’s totally up to you. Either
way, turn over the Wacky Pack card
before the Stacky Pack card so
everyone will know what wacky
thing they will be doing when they
start stacking!

Stack on a body part!
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Team – Be wacky with a partner.

DARK BLLOX
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If you get a Wacky Pack card you
don’t want to play, just skip it. The
blocks won’t know the difference,
we promise!

One partner closes their eyes as their partner
talks them through stacking. No peeking!
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As a fun bonus, we’ve included two blank bonus
cards so you can create your own wacky variations.
Don't forget to share your best ideas with us or
send us a video of you and your friends playing!

@mobigamesinc

Mobi Games Inc.

Thanks for playing!
Team Möbi

